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Tyranny cannot exist without Conformity - conformity being a prerequisite to Tyranny; such as
the conformity inherent in NAZI-ism - a tyranny especially demanding of conformity - the
conformity of agreeing with the Party line.

Most Americans conflate NAZI-ism with Fascism, the political-economic system
imposed upon Italy by Benito Mussolini; a symbiotic relationship between the state and
large businesses, wherein what it is deemed good for the state is deemed good for
business. This is very different from earlier American capitalism, where it was once said,
that “what is good for General Motors is good for America.” This earlier American
economic belief was due to General Motors' utilization of numerous American
businesses in many manufacturing sectors as suppliers, and on the stock dividend GM

dispersed to millions of ordinary Americans, and GM's large footprint in the American
work force. This mostly free market pattern economy molded the overall society of the
United States for most of its existence.
Fascism inverts the old relationship. In Biden's America, large companies are quickly
falling into line with the dictates of the Washington Regime; and by guaranteeing the
success of the Democratic Party, they are guaranteed to thrive. It is obvious that Biden's
Regime is creating a Fascist economic structure in the United States - and is intent upon
ultimately merging it with a digitized world wide economy, as recently seen with the new
international minimum corporate tax rate agreement. While the Globalists focus on
control of individual national economies, the Biden Regime is concomitantly imposing a
NAZI-like conformity demanding system on its population in spite of its public statements
about the need for greater control during the Covid Emergency. This becomes
sickeningly obvious, when one considers that those crossing the Southern border
illegally were not initially subjected to the same inoculation decrees as were American
citizens until there was an uproar over the lack of testing; and then these aliens are
dispersed into cities all across the U.S. The regime is focused on obtaining obedience
from American Citizens. Because of the illegals' tenuous status, they can be controlled
with many other types of coercion other than mask and vaccine mandates.
NAZI-ism's socio-political system achieves conformity through coercion. It operates, at
its core, no differently from gangster criminal mobs, but on a much larger scale. Those
enforcing conformity essentially operate the same way as thugs selling “protection” to a
business - a reward and punishment system. Sometimes the reward is just being left
alone. More often, it demands complicity in one form or another. The punishments range
from penalties, to severe interruption of your life, to death. What President Trump has
suffered over the past several years is a prime example of the “interruption” model of
non-compliance with the dictates of the Globalists. In the U.S. the FBI began doing this
in the 1950's through a program called COINTELPRO. What was and is being done to
Trump is an expansion of this illegal program, utilizing not only the FBI's Counter
Intelligence Division, but utilizing the Corporate Media and “Big Tech” as fascist
extensions of the state. Many of the Colour Revolutions around the world, including the
more recent government overthrow in Ukraine, operated in similar fashion. The pattern

for these overthrows began with Iran in 1953. More direct military operations were
utilized in Central and South America. The American Domestic Population is now being
exposed to an application of coercion, instituted by AG Merrick Garland, who has
attempted to chill free speech by threatening investigations by the FBI against those
protesting the actions of their local school boards.
Japan was fascist, but it didn't require NAZI-like doctrines because it was already a
homogeneous society that had a conformist allegiance to the Emperor. Fascist Italy
eventually imposed NAZI style regulations onto its citizens, but never fully enforced
them. Even its antisemitic regulations were much less pronounced and enforced. It was
Fascist Germany that fully enforced NAZI doctrine upon its citizens and upon those
lands that it occupied.
NAZI demands began fairly abruptly after the 1933 election with the Emergency
Decrees following the false flag Reichstag Fire crisis. The Decrees affected elections
and the suppression of non-conforming speech.
As German Martin Niemöller was quoted as saying :
“First they came for the socialists, and I did not speak out - because I was not a
socialist.
Then they came for the trade unionists, and I did not speak out— because I was
not a trade unionist.
Then they came for the Jews, and I did not speak out - because I was not a Jew.
Then they came for me—and there was no one left to speak for me.”
This well known quote is on display in the Permanent Exhibition of the United States
Holocaust Memorial Museum. Niemöller was a Lutheran minister, an anti-Semite and early
NAZI supporter. Later on when he opposed the NAZI regime he was imprisoned. It was only
after the War that he uttered his now well known statement.

The Globalist Regime in Washington has made all of us de facto 1930's German Jews. Some

of us are aware of that. Most are not. Even most Jews are not aware of that. Very few have
begun to think what that means for America.

Trump Derangement Syndrome and unyielding support for the current Democrat Party
dedicated to Globalist Climate Change and Covid Vaccine Mandate dogma are as much a
disconnect from reality as was support for Hitler and the NAZI's in Germany before and during
the Second World War. Those supporting the Biden Regime are as irrational and delusional
as 1930's era NAZI's. Many of these Nouveau NAZI's are not anti-Semitic and should not be
confused with Neo-NAZI's. They are, though, true NAZI's, consistent with a NAZI's allegiance
to the German “Ich habe meine Phlicht getan” attitude; a willingness to conform to the
political demands of the state; or, as we translated the expression after the war - “I was just
following orders.”

The willingness of most Americans to submit to the crisis based dictates of the Washington
Globalists is unnerving. It does much to undermine one's belief in the spirit of America, born
of a belief in Liberty and the strength of individual character. It is this character and the creed
of a distrust of government that we have learned to expect from Americans; but quite possibly
that expectation resides with those old enough to remember an earlier time, educated in a
time when America was at her finest.

It appears that very many today only discern the bad in our history - consisting of bad things
done in every society throughout history, but somehow convinced that it is America that has
engendered this evil world wide.

During the recent 2021 off year election, Joe Biden blamed the Virginia loss on “...the
number of very conservative folks who turned out in the red districts who were Trump voters,”
Obviously, if the Republicans won, then a good many Conservatives voted. One is left to
wonder how Joe Biden might deal with this problem the next time around. Is it possible that
he might continue down the path of prioritizing January 6 th insurrection claims and, as Hitler
did after the Reichstag Fire, prevent future elections in order to have the ability to put his
agenda in place without opposition from people who disagree with his policies? After all, the
NAZI Party only had a thirty percent electoral support, and the Democrats have a full 50%
electoral base.

But, what the Democrats might do in the next election should not really be left to speculation.
In a very real sense, the Democrats have already followed the NAZI playbook. Before Biden
took office, a false flag operation turned a protest into what has been labeled by the corporate
media a “deadly armed insurrection,” and the DOJ has begun to label concerned, questioning
citizens as dangerous. The large internet companies have already suppressed speech that
disagrees with the Democrat agenda. The fascist corporate entity, in conjunction with local
election officials, tinkered with the National Election of 2020, and the Democrats have
proposed legislation putting into permanent law across the country those voting methods
instituted during the Covid Crisis that have shown themselves to be most prone to corruption.

Considering everything already done and that Biden has exceeded all other Presidents'
number of Executive Orders in his first year, and has weaponized the DOJ and FBI against
parents protesting Critical Race Theory being taught in school, and against Project Veritas,
and has proposed legislation that will weaponize the IRS against any and all Americans, quite
possibly we are in for something more than just “NAZI-like” tactics, but some very real NAZI
programs.

